Respected Sir / Madam,

I have the honor and privilege to inform you that the Department of Sanskrit, University of Gour Banga is going to organize a one day National Seminar on “Indian Grammatical and Linguistic Tradition : Modern Perspectives” on 4th April, 2019. The Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Professor Swagata Sen, UGB will inaugurate the seminar.

On behalf of Seminar Organizing Committee, I cordially invite you to participate and enrich the seminar by your valued contribution.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

Professor Chandan Bhattacharyya
Convener and HoD,
Department of Sanskrit,
University of Gour Banga

**Proposed Speakers**

1. Professor Subuddhi Charan Goswami, Ex-Dean, RBU
2. Prof. Horihar Hota, Sri Jagannatha Sanskrit Visvavidyalaya, Puri
3. Professor Satyajit Layek, HoD, Sanskrit, CU
4. Professor Taraknath Adhikari, Dept. of Sanskrit, RBU
5. Professor Tapansankar Bhattacharyya, HoD, JU
6. Prof. Ayan Bhattacharyya, HoD, Sanskrit, WBSU
7. Professor Parbati Chakraborti, Dept. of Sanskrit, RBU
8. Professor Shyamsundar Bhattacharyya, Philological Secretary, Asiatic Society
**Perspective of the Seminar**

The *Aṣṭādhyāyī* of *Pānini* has been accepted by Western scholars as the most scientific text of ancient India. This concept reflects that ancient Indian grammatical tradition deserves to be addressed from different perspectives. Studies on grammar in India begin in the later Vedic age, where *Vyākaraṇa* was treated as one of the most important part for understanding Vedic language. Pre-*Pānini*an tradition, though not comprehensively revealed to us as full-fledged grammar of that era. But Systematic word study begins with *Pānini* and with an unbroken line continued till date. Side by side non-*Pānini*an schools in various parts of India, particularly in Bengal it was developed in a multi-coloured facets, taking resources from *Pānini*an system. But not only various grammarians, Sanskrit Rhetoricians, Philosophers of different Indian disciplines. Indian systems developed their grammatical structure for understanding their own theories. Thus grammar and linguistics run together hand in hand. At the hand of modern Linguists, Grammar played a major role. Keeping this view, the dept. of Sanskrit, University of Gour Banga, Malda has organized one day seminar on 4th April, 2019 in order to highlight the grammatical tradition of India, not only various Sanskrit disciplines including Vedic, Literature and literary criticism, philosophical subjects, but also other old Indian languages and modern regional languages too. On behalf of our University, We welcome your kind, active participations to make it a grand success.

**Sub Themes of the Seminar:**

1. Indian Grammatical Tradition and Modern Perspectives
2. Ancient Indian Phonological Tradition and Modern Perspectives
3. Ancient Indian Morphological Tradition and Modern Perspectives
4. Ancient Indian Etymological Tradition and Modern Perspectives
5. *Panini*an Grammatical Tradition and Modern Perspectives
6. Post- *Panini*an Grammatical Tradition and Modern Perspectives
7. Computational Linguistics
8. Linguistic Tradition in Indian Philosophical Literature
9. Grammatical Tradition in Indian Philosophical Literature
Spot Registration

Teachers : Rs. 800 /-
Part-timer/Guest/Contractual/ Research Scholars : Rs. 400 /-
Students : Rs. 200/-

- Organizers may not be able to arrange any accommodation for the participants.
- No TA & DA will be provided to the participants.

Submission of the Abstract & Full Papers

For abstract
1. Title of the paper
2. Author’s name and designation along with institution’s name
3. Main body of the abstract : within 300 words
4. Keywords : 4 - 8

Full Paper
1. File type: Microsoft word
2. Language: Sanskrit & English
3. Font: Unicode (Sanskrit) & Times New Roman (English)
4. Fontsize:
   a). Title of the paper :14 Point and Bold
   b). Content of Paper: 12Point
5. Word limit: 3000

The last date of receiving abstracts is 20th March, 2019 by e-mail-seminarsanskrit.ugb@gmail.com & chandan_snsk@yahoo.co.in.

Intimation of Acceptance of Abstract : 25th March, 2019

Full length research paper (Not more than 3000 words) should be submitted before 4th April, 2019 positively. Selected Papers will be published in Seminar Proceedings with ISBN and Peer-reviewed.

Communication:

Professor Chandan Bhattacharyya –9433474480
Mrinal Chandra Das - 8420579643
Dr. Subhrajit Sen - 7059081863
Dr. Husna Parvin - 8240619348
Anindya Chaudhuri – 8250113481